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Abstract—Software defined networking offers a capability of 
separating control plane from data plane. The control plane is 
the key component of a network which ensures smooth 
management and operation of the entire network. However, 
network’s resiliency and availability offered by SDN single 
centralized controller architecture is prone to single point of 
failure. Network operators are rather looking at distributed 
controllers’ deployment to ensure better network resiliency and 
availability.  This paper gives a brief overview of approaches 
available for distributed controller deployment and also 
highlights some of the challenges experienced in the SDN 
distributed controller environments.   
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The inception of software defined networking (SDN) came 
with the notion of an SDN controller. An SDN controller is in 
essence the main operating system of an SDN based network. 
It is a software that runs on a server and provides required 
resources and intellection to oversee programming of the data 
plane based on network global view. The controller makes it 
easier to automate orchestration of network by using 
programmable control Application Programming Interfaces 
(APIs) that are available in an SDN environment.  These APIs 
provide the controller with the ability to communicate with 
data plane, application plane and other controllers.  

An SDN network can be deployed using a single 
centralized controller approach or a distributed controller 
approach. In a single centralized controller approach, a 
controller is used by a network to facilitate and manage all the 
forwarding devices in data plane. In a distributed controller 
approach, multiple controllers are used to facilitate and manage 
the forwarding devices. 

Since the adoption of SDN paradigm, researchers have put 
more focus on the single centralized controller approach as the 
answer to overcoming the traditional networking limitations 
such as, but not limited to, complexity, scalability, and vendor 
dependence. However, the single centralized approach suffers 
from single point of failure and may not be scalable enough 
when a network grows. 

Initially, distributed controller approach was particularly 
intended for large networks, for example, interconnecting large 

data centers. Recently, network operators are focusing on 
distributing the control plane by deploying multiple controllers 
so as to overcome limitations, such as single point of failure, 
scalability and reliability, which come with the centralized 
controller approach.  

This paper describes the classification of distributed 
controller approaches and some of the limitations thereof. The 
paper starts by providing an overview of the APIs used in 
SDN.   

II. OVERVIEW OF THE SDN API 

 In an SDN environment, as depicted in Fig 1, APIs are 
used by a controller to communicate with the application plane, 
data plane and other controllers. A data plane is made up of 
forwarding devices, for example, SDN switches/routers. A 
controller uses southbound APIs to communicate, manage and 
configure the data plane. The widely used southbound API is 
the OpenFlow which is a protocol defined and maintained by 
OpenFlow Networking foundation (ONF) [1].  Although there 
are many other southbound APIs to date, for example: Forces 
[2], Open vSwitch database (OVSDB) [3], Hardware 
Abstraction Layer (HAL) [4], OpenFlow is the most supported 
in the commercial SDN switches/routers [5]. The control plane 
support the use of different southbound APIs. This is to allow 
the use of different devices and protocols in a network [6].  

To communicate with the application plane, the control 
plane uses the Northbound APIs. The application plane is made 
up of end user applications that feed on the SDN network 
services. Though there is no standard northbound APIs, most 
controllers support a couple of the different northbound APIs 
such as RESTFUL APIs, ad-hoc API and others [7]. 

Eastbound/westbound APIs are used by controllers in 
distributed controller architectures to communicate with each 
other. For instance, distributed controllers communicate with 
each other to exchange information and update each other. 
Unlike the south and north bound APIs, there are no popularly 
used eastbound/westbound interfaces. Each controller 
implements and uses its own eastbound/westbound API.  This 
poses a challenge in environments where interoperability is 
required. 

The APIs are the key components of the SDN which makes 
it a powerful tool for network control and operation.  



Fig. 1. An SDN architecture 

The APIs provide the SDN with “nice to have” features such 
as programmability, protocol independence, ability to modify 
network parameters as required, elasticity and granularity [8]. 

A Control plane requires the APIs to oversee, manage and 
facilitate all other SDN planes. The control plane can either be 
made of a single centralized controller or multiple controllers. 
The latter offers more benefits such as resiliency and 
scalability. There are different approaches that can be used to 
deploy a control plane with multiple controllers 

Although such approaches offer promising solutions for 
efficient, reliable, fault tolerant and scalable SDN networks, 
they come with their shortcomings. The next section describes 
different approaches in distributed controller SDN network. 

III.   DISTRIBUTED CONTROLLER APPROACHES  

Limitations that come with the SDN single centralized 
controller architecture led to more research on the distributed 
controller approaches. In a distributed controller approach, the 
control plane is made up of a set of controllers that work 
together towards achieving a resilient, scalable, highly 
available network. For example in [9], distributed controller 
approaches can be classified into four categories: Logically 
distributed controller approach, physically distributed 
approach, hierarchically distributed approach and hybrid 
controller distribution approach. 

Physically distributed controller approach. Controllers are 
physically distributed in the control plane. Usually, this 
approach is used to interconnect multiple domains. For 
example, in large scale networks, a network could be divided 
into smaller networks with each network maintained and 
facilitated by a local controller. All controllers have the same 
global view of the network. ONIX distributed controller [10] is 
an example of this approach.  

Logically distributed controller approach. This approach 
utilizes the notion of a centralized controller but with each 
controller having different responsibilities. Like in the 
physically distributed approach, this approach can be used in 
large networks wherein the network can be divided into smaller 
networks thereby distributing the control logic. Each controller 
is responsible for its domain but still has a global view of its 
network. Each update in one controller has to be shared with all 
others to maintain the global view of the network. This makes 
it strenuous to maintain such controllers. DiSCO [11] is one of 
such controllers. 

Both in Logically and physically distributed approaches, 
each controller has a global view of its network. The difference 
lies in how the controllers are placed and type of 
communication among the controllers. In a logically distributed 
approach, each controller has to update other controllers each 
time there is a network state change. In physically distributed 
approach, the controllers update each other periodically.  

Hierarchically distributed controller approach. The control 
plane is made up of more than one layer of controllers. Each 
controller may have different responsibilities and make 
decision based on a partial view of the network. However, the 
upper layer of the control plane act as a central controller 
which poses the single point of failure syndrome [12].  Kandoo 
controller [13] is an example of a hierarchical distributed 
controller.  

Besides in the hierarchical controller approach which 
follows the vertical structructure, the control plane in all other 
approaches usually, follows a flat structure. That is to say, 
controllers are placed horizontally on a single layer. In large 
scale networks, the flat structure may experience computational 
complexity problems whereas the vertical structure can 
experience a path stretch problems [14].  

Hybrid controller approach. The control plane of this 
approach can be deployed as a mixture of all other approaches 
to try combine the benefits of each and avoiding limitations of 
each. SOX/DSOX [15] controller are examples of hybrid 
approach.  

As with the single centralized controller approach, the 
distributed controller approaches have their challenges. For 
instance, some of the challenges that researchers have been 
looking into are: i) the placement of the controllers- controllers 
have to be positioned in way that the overall performance of 
the control plane is not degraded; also taking into consideration 
the number of controllers used [16]. ii) The inter-controller 
latency which is also affected by number of controllers in the 
control plane [17]; iii) most of the mapping between a switch 
and controller is static. That is to say, the links and positions of 
the controllers and switches cannot be changed [18].This poses 
a challenge of the controller being overloaded when the 
controller experience large number of flows.  

As compared to the traditional network architectures, there 
are few SDN network management tools (e.g., Balance flow 
[19], DIFANE [20]) to date. To ensure efficiency and 
resiliency of the distributed controller approaches, network 
monitoring and management tools compatible with the 
distributed controller’s approaches are required. 

 

 



IV. CONCLUSION 

SDN has gained momentum and popularity in the 
networking industry. It is seen as the promising future of 
networking offering features like protocol independence, 
programmability and granularity. The control plane is the key 
component that oversee and manage the SDN network by using 
APIs offered in an SDN environment. The adoption of SDN 
emerged with single centralized controller in the control plane 
as the main architecture. However, this architecture is prone to 
single point of failure. Distributed controllers architecture 
offers promising alternate solutions that can aid the centralized 
control limitations. This paper has presented different 
approaches that can be used when deploying a control plane 
using distributed controllers, namely: the logically distributed 
controller approach, physically distributed controller approach, 
hierarchical controller approach and the hybrid controller 
approach. Limitations of each approach were also described. 
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